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In this note, we will prove the following reL.slts 
1, Given a tame semi-free action IJf a finite or compact Lie group* on a Hilbert cube 
manifold whose fixed pint set is a locally flat submanifold (codimension fin&: or infinite), if the 
orbit space is an absolute neighborhood retract, then it is a Hiibert cube manifold. 
Theorem 2. The homeomorphism group of the orbit space of the standard based semi-free 
action of a finite group or a torus is locally contractible. 
Thaorasu 3. Let tr be a filkr preserving st3mi-free action of a finite group G t In Q x [Q, I]” over 
[O, 13” with fixed point set (0) x [0, 13”. If alQ x t is (weakly) equivalent to the standard semi-free 
action d of G on the Hilbirt cube Q, then Q is fiber preserving {weakly) equivalent to I:he action 
d x Idlo, tra 
Finally, a generaliza!ion of Wong’s theorem follows. 
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0. Iatmductlon 
In this paper, we will study families of based semi-free actions equivalent to the 
standard action of a finite group on the Hilbert cube, and we give a partial aii;wer to a 
question raised in [3] about he triviality of semi-free actions of finite groups on the 
Hilbert cube. In the process of proving the result above, we also prove the local 
contractibility of the homeomorphism roup of the orbi space Q/U, where CT is the 
stant’,ard based-free action of a finite group or a torus, Moreover, we also determine 
conditions on the fixed point set of the action so that its orbit space is a Q-manifold. 
“kes of s&n&e 
I&r Q denote the 
n-u&old: 9 z-e 
0166-86~~/8I/0000~~~~$Q2.50 @ ~orth=~o~land Publishing Company 
etc . . . , we refer to Chapman’s notes [3]. For background ingroup actions 0x1 tk 
Hilbcrt cube, we refer to the expository article [Z]. An a&ion is said to be sewG@e if 
it is free on the complement of its fixed point set. 
API topological spaces are metric. The diameter of a compact subset K of Y, 
diam (K), is max {d(x, y)lx, y G kf). Given x E Y, let JV+) denote the &ne’$@abor- 
hood, {#(x, y) c 8}, of x in Y. Let X be a subset of X Thle” complement Y 2X oFX 
is said to b k4JLC if given an e > O there is a S ) 0 such that for each x CE Y every 
map f: Sk + N&(x) - X is null homotopic in N# (x) - X. 
Let us denote the n-cell [O, IF by I” and an n-simplex by A’. For notion and 
re:sults in PL-category: simplicial complex, subdivision, . . . , we refer to [8]. Recall 
that the mesh of a finite simplicial complex K with respect o a metric is tlhe 
supremum of the diameters of its simplices. 
Theorem 1.1. Let a be a semi-free actim of ufintte group C?on Q whcwejbdpointset 
F is homsomorphic to a copy of Q. I‘f F is u Z-set in Q ond if the orbit spuce Q/a is on 
AR, then Q/a is homeomorphic to Q. 
Proof. By use of Toruaczyk’s characterization f Hilbert cube manifolds [lo], we 
only have to chow that Q/a has the disjoint cells property: 
“For any in;qke4p n ad a pair of maps f, g: I” -) Q/a, g&m an 6 >O, there 
are maps C& Y: I” + Q/a such that (i) d(+, f) < e, (ii) d(rp5 8)~ 8, and (iii) 
b(P) A ?P(I”) = 0.” 
To construct 0 and Y, first, we approximate f by an embedding 4: I * I+ o/cr such 
that 
(i) 4-‘(F) is a codimension-two, c mpact subpolyhedron f I”, and 
(ii) ~#JI~-‘(F) : 4-“(F) -, F is a Z-embedding; 
then, we approximate cp by an embedding !P:.P 3 Q/a such that 
(i) V’*(F) is a codimension-two, c mpact subpolyhedron f I”, 
(ii) P]ypIml(F) : V-l(F) a F is a Z-embedding, and 
(iii) #(I”)n *(I”) is empty. 
Let p: 0 + Q/a denote the orbit map. Define 
p(S) = max (F ,sampW)IXcQ and 
6 = #(6@) = max (diam p”(Z) IZ?’ c GJ/cr, 2 n F # 0 and diam Z 
Pafit 1. The constructiobt f 4. We will defirig: 4 skeletonwisle ona fine subdivision 
\ s /’ 
#:k@0)4!#o by 
0 $I rSW=f(tr) iffWE 
C**) 4b) 6-G such that d(#(tQ, f(v)) <$S1 if f(v)E E 
Then, we extend 4 over K”’ such that 
) C 46, for each A’ E K”), 
3 -homotopic to 4, and 
w-+ Bo is a~Z-embedding+ 
(ii) Extend 4 aver K@’ such that fur each A2 E Kt2’ 
(a~) either (t#1A2)-‘(F) is the barycenter of A* or d(A2) misses F, 
(82) diam qb(A2) <82, where SZ = 2p(%), and 
(73) t# 1 A2- #-l(F): A2 - 4-‘(F) + BO is a Z-embeddkg. 
Let Qa denote Q -F and let AZ E K”‘. Let A : ad*-* Q. be a lifting of & lad* 
if f\A2) n F 7c 0. It follows that diam A @A*) c 81 since diam 4 @A*) c S1 by (cw:) 
and (81)* 
Case 1. If A @A’) is a closed curve, then A has an extension x over A* into Qa of 
diameter less that 81, and p 0 A: A* + Bo will be an extension of # over A* suck that 
diam p Q &A*)cP(&), (diam (A’)< 6: if f(A*) n.F c.0, (use @I))). 
Case 2. 4 Iad2 is not null homotopic in&. Let c be the barycenter of A2 and let 
us define 4(c) E FR f(A*). Then, from the fineness of K, it follows . that 
&S(c), #(v)) < Sr for each vertex v of A’. Now, first we extend q5 over L(l), where L 
is the simplicial subdivision c * aA2 of A”, as follows. The restriction of 4 1 o1 is a 
Z-embedding such that +(a’) n F = (t$(c )} if c is a vertex of the 1 -simplex a *. 
Secondly, for each 2-simplex u2 of L”), the lifting h of 4 1 &r2 is a simple closed curve 
that meetsF at {4(c)}; moreover, diam (A(do2))< %I since diam (d(a(r2))< 251. So, 
A has an extension ii such that (1) ii(Int a’) c C?o, and (2) diam x(lr*) < 251. There- 
fore, p 0 ii is an extension of # f da*, and-diam p * x(g2) < p@&). 
Let us denote the extension of 4 also by 4. Observe that diam qS(A2) <2p(%). 
Therefore, the condition (82) is verified, and step (ii) is complete by use of the relative 
Z-embedding approximation theorem (Theorem 18.1 in [3]), 
(iii) Extend d) over K’? Let A3 be a 3-simplex oi K, then GJ is already defined on 
aA3. Let M denote the simplicial subdivision of aA3 by use of the vertices of A3 and 
(4 1 aA3)-‘(F). 
C”‘use 1. aA” - (0 laA3)-‘(F) is simply connected. Let A be the lifting of d, IdA’ 
et x be an extension of A over A3 such that K(Int A3) c Qo. Then, 
QI is an extension of 4, also denoted by #. Moreover, we can assume 
that q5 is a Z-em dding and that diam 4(A3) CI p6$, since diata @A% a. (We 
can assume that di 
subdivision c * M 
‘to an embedding, say 4 : L (*)+ Q/cr, such that for each Q’ G L”‘-M 
i 
(I) $IL(l’~~-l(,):L’l’-~-‘(F)-*Ood~ isa%embedding, 
(2) diam +(ol) < 252, 
tP3) (3) 4 1 ~&&=+FisaZ-embeddingif~(~)~F,wheret,~M(~’, 
(4) #(a*)nF={q5(c)}ifd)(u)fiZF,Wh%e udP. 
Next, similar to Case 2 of step (ii), we can exteti 4 over L”’ s:T& thM dim +(02) < 
p(2(%&) for each o2 E L (‘) . Finally, similar to Case 1 above, we can eittend ct) Over all 
Ssimplexes c3f L’j’ such that dim 4(cr3) e p([2p42(%))]> far c?E Lt3’. 
Therefore, for each A3 EK@‘, 
(a3) &I&‘(F):4-‘(F)+FisaZ-embeddin&, 
(&) 4-*(F) is a l-dimensional subcomplex ofL, 
(~3) diam 61A3) c 2p(~2p(2@@l’, = 63, and 
(&) blA3-~-‘(F):A3,g-“(F)_+80isa2~mtKdding. 
(iv) 7k inductive step. We will indicate, in general, the extension of + over lK@” 
after 4 has been defined on K’m-l’. For an mcsimplex A” of I#?‘, M”’ has been 
subdivided into a simpli.cial complex M from the previous teps. Observe that 
d-‘(F) nM is a subcomplex ofM, and assume that diam &(d”) < 8&k < RZ). 
Case 1. ad” -t#“(F) is simply crannected. Then, the extension of # can be 
obtained as above such that #(Int A”\, t= QO and diam .$(A”) <g@&,+). 
Case 2. airl”-#‘l(F) is not simply connected. Let L denote the simpficiti 
subdivision c * M of A”, where c is the barycenter ofAm, As above, since #@A”) n 
F # 0, it follows that f(A”) n F # 0; so, we can define QB(c)EF such that 
&S(c), $@I) < 81 for each vertex v of A”; consequently, d(d)(c), ~(tr))(2&,-1 for 
each vertex u of L. Now, similar to previous teps, we can extend # skeletonwise over 
L’” L’2’ 
pro;Jertikl:’ ’ 
, I?” to obtain an embedding, say 4 : Am jr Q/cY, enjoying the following 
(Pm) 
‘(1) ~~4”--~‘^‘(F):Am-qb-*(F)-,Qo/a isa&embedding, 
(2) diam(J) < 28,-l, diam(a’) < p(2(Zfm-I)), 
diam(m’) <P([2p(2(Bm-I)$), . . . , 
diam(a”) < p( p’l2p(@ 8 8 8 (2p($(2(%m.. I)?)) l l 9 ))) = f&,, 
(3) q%-‘(F) n d is a codimension-2 face of cil’, 
,(4) 4 16’(F) n ek is a Z-embedding int 
Recall that &dk - 4-‘(F) is simply connected flor a ach k (2 * k s m), since qV1(F) n 
id is contractible. 
Therefore, the extension exists and it has t%e f&owin 
(a,) t$It$-‘(F):(B-‘(F)-,F isa 
(Pm) 4-‘(F) is a codimension-2 
(Tm) diam &(A”) < Cm, and 
mifcmn continuity of p to determine a suitable 45 > 0, Then, itis clear that d (4, f) < S, 
:the fmtpart. . 3 . 
ction of 1v, I! 4s exactly the same as the construction of# in Part 
II. Moreover, since 4$(F) 4 is a Z-set in Bo and since +(I”) nF is a Z-set in F, we 
may assume step-by-step that V(I”) n #(I”) is empty. Therefore, the proof is 
complete. 
Tkorem 1.2. If (Q,F)w(Fx[-l,l; , Fx{O} and iftheorbitspace Q/a =Bisan 
AR, where a is Q wni-jke action of a finite group on Q with fixed point set F, then B is 
hofiteomorpkic to Q. 
kf. Curse 1: n a2. It is similar to the proof of the above theorem with some 
trivial adjustments. 
Ctas~2:n=l.Itistrivialif G=&~{Id,g}andg(Fx[-l,O])=Fx[O,l].The 
general case, we can observe as follows (parallel to the proof of Theorem 1. I). 
(i) Ch K”‘. We can adjust to assume that d, (A’) is always contained in either 
(F x [-i, O])/ar or (F x [O, l])/a, and that #(A’) c F x {0} if &($A’) 4= F x {0}, (by use * 
of 8 subdivision of K), 
(ii) On K”‘. We have +“(F x {0)) n A2 is either a face of A* or the barycenter of 
A2 or the whole of A2 (in the cage t$(adl) c F x (0)). 
(iii) Qn K? We may extend Cp to K’j’ so that #“(F x (0)) n A3 is empty or a 
contractible subpolyhedron f A’. 
Finally, the proof will proceed as in Theorem 1.1, 
A semi-free action a of a compact Lie group 
non-sin&ular o bit space Bo is a Q-manifold. 
G on Q is said to be tame i: the 
Tbewem 1.3. if the fixed point set F of a tame semi-free action CY of a compact Lie 
group OFI 0 is loco& fiat (co&nension 3 I) Hiibert cube and ij’the orbit space B (is arz 
AR, therr B is homeomorphil~ to Q, 
Proof. The proof is the same as abx3ve with the observation that the orbit rrlap 
p: Q -F * Bo is 8 locally tri‘rial fiber bundle; so, the lifting property exists whenever 
we restrict ourselves to a cc*ntractible subset of the base. 
152 ltbJ%twk-Lh / &mi-fi*cr ~wth3 of finife$mips 
RmaFk 1.S. Fro~aa the pro&~ of, T&~&ems l.& 1.2* and 1.3i-we: observe that tb~ 
orbit spaces of sem i-free actions f finite or compact Lie grqx82n 4Chl&irifotda;witi 
nice Q-manifold fixed point setsas above, have the disjoint cells property.withktihe 
ANR assumption. 
2. Local contradbilhy of R~meo(olo) 
We first prove the following engulfing theorem that is an affirmative answer to the 
question QMS in [3]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a connected Qlmanifokd, aprd letK, L be compucf Z-sets in Ma ’ 
Suppose L c U, where W is an open subset of M and II&& U) = 0; for all k L 0. men, 
there is an ambient isotopy h : M x I + Msuch that ho = idM* h, 1 L = id&or all t E Iond 
h*(U)3K. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L c K c Q. Morever, since &f 
is an ANR, sNe can embed a neighborhood ofX’ in Q into M as &-set; hence, we 
may assume that K is a compact Q-manifold and that L is a &on ‘c&pact 
submanrl’old of K (i.e. K -LA L is a @manifold that is collared in both L and 
K - L). Now, from the triangulation theorem (Theorem 37.1 in [3]), it can be shown 
that there is a strong deformation retraction (rel. L) from the pair (K, L) to a pair 
(P, L), where P is a compact subset of K such that P-L is a Anite simpkiakomplex. 
Then, let L x [0, 13 denote a closed collar of L in U such that L X [O,1] is clean in U, 
and let M’ ;rnd U’ denote M - (L x [0, 1)) and U -(L x [O, l)), respectively, It is 
trivial that Q(M’, V’) = 0 since wk(Mi U) = 0 for all k aQ. SO, it can be shown that 
there is a homotopy I% P’ x I + M’ such that E& = inclusion and &l(P) c: U’, where 
P'=P-Lx[O, 1). 
Now, using the collar L x [0, 1) of L in U, we can extend fl to a, h&motopy 
fi: P x I + iid (rel. L) such that & k inclusion and J&(P) c U Then, from the strong 
deformation retraction above, it follows a homotopy H: K x I * &&I. l) &&that 
Ho = inchkan and pi* (K) c U Moreover, from the relative Z-embedding approx- 
imation thearem (Th~orrm 18.1 In [3]), we may assume HI is -a 2Wxjbeddin 
Finsrlly, the theorem follows from the relative isotopy theorem (Theorem 19.1 in 
131); strd the proof is now complete. 
urn. The condition v& ( U) = 0, k :iy 9) can be wacskened ?o the existen& of tz 
omotspy H: PC” x I -+ At such that H,. = in&! GSR arsd &(K) C= U, L 
3 t 
Let us rccaI1 a few definitions that will be US .d in the sequel. We will use notation of 
et o de?:iote he standard based-free action of>a finite 0: :I& 
late Q - (0}, the womplement ol he Ifixedpaint. “Oh 
tic to K X where 0, i.e. the ;Ijofinite’m 
Eq(L~+Lz”L3-,*‘* ), where L, is the orbit spece (G * G * l 9 I * G)/a 
that is induced from left translation join of n 
copies of G. Let us use the following notation: K;, = 
:3nd 
is identified with Kfi x 0 in KN x Q; L, is identified, with Ln x {n) in 1~; and let L,” 
denote L,, x [n, m] c K%,. 
‘h~o actions Q and Y of a finite group G on X are equiualent (or cofljugaae) if thie is 
a homeomorphism h of X such that hl6&-* = ?P’ for every g E G, where & and I& 
are thehomeomorphisms defined y t&g* e) and P(g, l )respectively; and we say that 
q5 and Y are weakly qui&enr if there are an au+umorphism T of G and a 
homeomorphism k of X such that h&$-* = Y&J for each g E G. 
Since the fixed point 0 is the only point of Q/u whose d&ion from Q/U changes 
the homotopy -type of Q/cr, we will think of a homecjmorphism 4 Q/U as a 
homeomor$hism of Q&. Therefore, we are at liberty to) identify Homeo(Q&r) 
with Homeo(Q/g). So, the CO-toplogy of Homeo(Q/c/) defines a topology on 
Homeo(Q&) that we will use in this paper, and a fiber preserving (f.p.) proper 
homotopy 
over a metric space B can be thought of a f.p. homotopy 
A:(Qfa)xBxI+(Qfcr)xB 
such tlkat A-“({0} xB) = {0} x B x I, 
Theorem 2.2. 7%e homeomoq&sm gmup, Homeo( Q/w), is locally contractible, 
where cr is the standard actian of a finite grotq or a torus on Q. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the following Lemmas. 
2.3* Given an 6 > 0, them is a 6 > 0 such that $ E Homeo( Q&r) and 
d(o; Id)<@, rkee 4 ts cawaically e-ptwperly homotopic to the idQO/,; i.e. given LE 
attic JJMW B atid a f,p. homeamwphism A : (Q&r) x 3 -, (Qol+ B such that 
d(A, id) < & them is a f.p. s-ptoper homotopy A :(Q&r) x 3 x I + (Q&r> x &from h to 
id. 
Fred. By use of Theorem 2.5 in [6], we may assume that, for some n, q5 1Int 
id. Then, from the definition of {I,,,}, we can assume that L, is a simplicial 
subcomplex ofLn.+l and that 
L n+l L, u{celit; of dimension 9fn). 
There is a homoto 
(2) c Lrr, where 2 
can construct a homotopy (~1. MN) 
suck that Ho = inclusion and k&(Mn u 2) c Tnt MR+l. Therefore, from fhe engulfing 
, ’ 
theorem above, there is an isotopy 
F: (C?WW x I-, Q&r (rel. MA 
such that FO = id and Fi(Z)c Int MH+l. Let us define an isotopy Y: (Q&F) x I* 
Qo,/a by I& = IQ5&? It is clear that 
Now, let B be a metric space* and let ?& : Q&r X B 4 C?O/U XB be a f.p. 
homeomorphism over B such that 9’11 (Int MR+l u 2) x B = id for a sufficiently arge 
n. We will show that !& 1 (A& u I&++3 ) x B is f,p hbmotopic to the inch&k Let D - 
be a PL-cell in the closure of (Ka,n+3 -2) and let PT (& and P(t) denate the pull 
back of the locally trivial fiber bundle & 
PXidt,:Q+B+Q,/oxB, 
associated with Y1 and the inclusion i, respectively. Then, *T (e) and i*(t) are trivial 
fiber bundles of fiber G over D x B, and they are equal over aD x B. Now, let 
s : D x B -)B i*(s) be a cross-section such that s = sh x id@, where sb: D x bo-+ i*(t) is 
a cross-section ober D x b. with a given 60 in B; then, s Ia0 X B: aD X B 4 !@ (6) 
extends to a cross-section s1 : D x B -) ?P;” (&. For, s IaD Y B defines amap 
s’:aDxB-+GxdoxApG (doaD) 
that can be extended over D x B if dim D > 2, since W,,(G) = 0 for q 
will be the case if n ~9 6. Thus, such an extension SIexists, and k r'*s and *ll= ?Y?sI 
are liftings of i and !PI ID x B into t&x B which agree. on 43&J X@. 
Now, if we think of aas fl? [0, l] and if WC assutine that the fixed point set of a is 0, 
then by use of the convexity of Q, we have a natural f.p. homotopy over B from (95 1 to 
i: say 
e’(s, t) = (1 -- b) ’ ?#(A?) + t ’ i(x), 
and 8 = ~6 will be a f.p. homotopy over 8 from p1 I (M, UZ w D) X B to the 
inclusion. The complete homotopy can be colsstructed inductively on the npmber qf 
cells of the closure of ( Km,n+3 - Z). 
Let us choose a stro formation retracG3n 
tractio 
from fvt 1 +3 to the inclusicn MB+3 c QO/o by use of R! ilnd rcjl above, as follows: 
fv1 lM,+3 - %RI W M, uJG,~+~) by %R 
Then, by use of a U sohn fun& n A : Qo/a -+ [0, I] with h “‘(1) = A&+.2 and 
A-‘(O) = Qola- A&..+s/~~ we can extend the hamotopy H’ above to a homotopy 
lk Q&r x I + Q&r (rel, Ma u Li*3) from YI a map : i20lu C&/u such 
bi&e+2 = Therefure, combining H and & we obtain a homotopy @:4 = #I (rel. 
Mn). Observe that the above construction iscanonical with respect to 4 when R, A 
are chosen. 
Finally, we can obtain inductively canonical homotopies 
# k*1:4k =#L+I W. Mn+d 
such that d)k+ljInt I&+&+2 =id. Then, by glueing these (&}, we can define a f.p. 
s-proper homotopy @ : 4 aid; therefore, the proof of Lemm*, 2.3. is complete. 
Lemma 2.4. By a theoram of Berstein and West [2], we can think of Q/CT as its own 
educed cone, (Q/C x [0, I]) /((Q/a x (0)) u i{@ x [O, 11)). observe that the base 
Qo/a x II} is a Z-set in (&IQ) x (0, 11. Let t$ E Homeo(Qla) such that 4 1 K?o/~ x 
(1) is hokto@ to the inclusion map in (Q&r) x (0,1]. Then, C$ is canonically isotopic 
to the identity ; i.e. fip. version over metric spwes. 
Proof. By the fiber preserving Z-set unknotting theorem in the proper category 
(Theorem 4.4 in [S]), it follows that 4 is canonically isotopic to 41 such that 
411 (Q&r) x 1 = inclusion, since we ca assume that th2 homotopy in the hypotheses 
is proper, Now, we use tAe cone structure of Q/a and the Alexander trick to isotope 
41 to the identity. 
Ppaof of TbEHHQMll 2.2. We think of Q&r as K x Q x 10,1], and let A4 denote 
K” x Q + [a, l] c Qa /a: For sufiicientl large II and sufficiently small a, we have 
Qo/a -MO is contained in the s-neighborhood of 0. Moreove 
contractibility heorem (Theorem 2.5 in [6]), we can assume that 4 1 
rve the following, 
(i) MF = Qa/cp - Int(M,) - Q&x First, it is a Q-manifold since it is ham eomor- 
phic to 
156 
(ii) Iv: = M& u (,Ergr x Q x (1)) = Qo/u and a proper Z-set in ;, where aN, 
denotes the frontier of Mm in Q&x In fact, NF is homeomorphic torhe C?-matiifold 
[UG x{a))uW, XtQ, 
and there is a proper deformation retract from 
(K, x (a)) L.J (L, x [a, 11) v (Kr x {l}) onto Kr X (1) 
by use of the mapprng cylinder structure of x(a) and the product structure of 
L, x [a, 13. Moreover, it is clear that Kz X is a proper deformation retract of 
Q&; therefore, N? - &/a: Finally. it is a 2~set in c sin- it is ahe union of three 
Z-sets K,, x Q X(G), L, x Q x [a, 11, tmnd Kz x Q x{I} in -M? (by Theorem 3.1(3) 
in [3]). 
Now, from (i) and (ii), it follows that the pair (A#:, A!:) is homeomorphic to the 
pair (cl& x (0, I], QO/u x(1)) by the Z-set unkqotting theorem in the proper 
category (Theorem 19.4 in 233). Hence, from Lemma 2.3, t# is canonically c-pro 
homotapic (rel, A&) to id, say by H. Consider W (Mz x P: MT x I *MT3 a canonical 
proper homotopy from &lMT to id. From Lemlma 2.4, there is a canonical isotopy, 
say F, from (b lMT to id. Therefore, F v Id M,:~I is a canonical isotopy from 4 to 
idaoia; and the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete. 
3. F@er preserving semi-free actions 
In the following section, we assume that QI : e :x Q X 1” + 6) X 1’ is a fiber preserv- 
ing semi-free action of a finite group 6 with fixe point set (0) Xi’. Let (Q X f”)lu 
denote the orbit space, and let (Qo x I”),% denot the complement of the fixed point 
set [0} x I”. A proper surjection p: X -c Y of locally compact, separable, and metric 
spaces is said to be compktely reguiur if, for each ya E Y and each 6 > 0, there is a 
neighborhood U of yo such that the follo ’ is true: for each y E IX, there is a 
homeomorphism of p-‘(y) onto p”(yo) movi o point more than cI We will need a 
theorem of Dyer and Hamstrom in the fo1lowin.g form a@ observed in [4]. 
e following proposition will be used in ;Le roof of the below theorem. 
- (0). Given un 6 ) 0, 
ous pro~osit.~on f r finite djmens~onal manifolds i  eorem 2.3 
of [!I]. To prove the proposition for Hilbert cube manifolds, an(e needs only use the 
local contractibility heorem of Fathi and Visetti (Theorem 2.5 in t.61) in place of the 
deformation principle of Edwards and Kirby (refer to [7]). 
m Assume that G is 3 finite group and that cyr = my I&; x Q x {t) is 
equivalent to the standard wni-free mtim o of 6 on Q for each t of I”, thert cy is fiber 
preserving conjugate to the diagtm& f. qwtion a x IdIn. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the natural projection p: (Q x I”)/a + 6“ is a trivial 
fiber bundle map. By Dyer and Hamstrom’s theorem (Theorem 0) and Theorem Z2, 
we will only have to show that p is completely regular. 
Given a to E I”, let B denok CQ x t&xb, and let B0 denote (QO x to)/&,= 
B -10 x to}. Similarly, for each t E. T”, let 61’ and Sh denote (Q x t)/a, and (Q-, X: t)/a, 
respectively. Let iK x Q be a fixed triangulation of Bo, where # is the telescope 
TBa as in Secltion 2. We will also use notation in §ection 2, e.g. Bicn, Mn, MF, 
etc. . . . 
First, given an 6 > 0, there is a sufficiently arge pr such that the complement of A$, 
in B is contained in the s-neighborhood of the fixed point (0, to) in B. Fx the 
compact set MM, there is, from Pr?position 3.1, an open embedding h :N + Bh when 
It - toI < 8, where N is an open neighborhood ofM, in Bo, and where h is inducecl 
from ;an s-homeomorphism from Q x to onto Q x t. Let A&+, denote i’z(Ma+,). Then, 
A&,, will be a clean submanifold ofBh for some s > 0. Let I@ denote such a cleaa 
subm<anifold, and let I@” denote Bb - nt A?. It is clear that ;tA? = N6?‘. II4oreover, 
since there is a strong deformation retraction from fi unto aII? that is induced from 
the mapping cylinder structure of MB+,, it ~011~~~s that 
(i) n,(A?, a&i”) = 0 for all 4 s E, and 
(ii) i* : w&A?‘, x0) + w&OD, x0) fs idG, 
where 0 is naturally identified with ?rl((Qo x I)/&, x0), and where VI(~~~, XO~. and 
B~(A$~, x0) are identified with rrl((Qo x 1)/a, ~0) from the inclusion maps. 
Then, observe that Oa is homeomorphic to QO/v; hence, it has the homotopy 
type of the Eilanberg-MacLane complex K’( C&l ). Th fore, h IaM:+, extends to a 
homotopy equivalence 6: MT+, *A?’ since h,: n-1 ( 1, h%db+ da 
ism, Now, from Ber and West [2], there is a horn~omo~~his~~ 
e that h ;’ (x0) = h”-‘(x0). Then, 
r&, it can b$: shown that 
is an iisomorphism (equal to i,). 
FinaNy, let lirs-define f :’B + Bt by 
is(x) 8 x E Mn+t, 
.r‘ix) = 
I 
1 
hlA&~) if x eAJZ+- 
(090 if x = (OF to)* 
’ / / “, 4 , 1‘ _ ’ 
Then, p is a well-defined homeumo~hism, since far -each x e W& =3h&, 
h,hT’h(x) = h(x). Mureover, it is clear that d(f(x)+ x))&mx{p(&):i2e)~(~fet to 
Section 1 for notation P(E)). Therefare, the m&p  : (Q )I: I’)/a +I” is a trivial fiber 
bundle; and the theorem follows. 
I / j\ 8, II . .z 
, . 
Proof. Let 2 = [(Q XI”)/cu]X [Ot I]/- be the fiberwise reduced e0ne of (Q X 
I”)/a. then the natural extension pI of p over 2 is a trivial bundle by Berstein and 
West [2] and Theorem 3.2. Therefore, 
is a trivial fiber bundle map. Moreover, since (Qo x X”)/a is a fiberwise retract af‘20, 
it f~hows that p is a Hurewicz fibratian. 
* 
hf. From the prmf of Theorem 3.2, it follows that the map p: (Q x It*‘)/a * 1” ia 
a product fib:r bundle af Rber Q/P* Let :(QxI*)fa!+Q/qXL? a f,p. 
homesmorphis n, and Ilet 4: Q xl’” 3 Q x I” be a lifting af 4 mnstruc@d I+N in th@ 
proof of Cor~llll~~ry 4.9 in [a]. Thea, d wiU de a weak equivrrlenca:bqtwecn Q~ a d 
g x idle. In fact, given a t&“, let :a: IE automomhism ofG definirqg thee 
weak equivalen*% between .H 1 Q x to and cr, thfrn .&(p(g), l ) an ,Q x4 ti! equivalent to 
B when ir - toI < S as a sequence ofmposition( X9. Hence, H&(g), 0) is equivalent 
to 0 for all t E I’; and the corollary follows fs :m Theorem’ 3.2. ’ ’ 
Iam teful to T. A. Chapma and J. E. West for bringing 
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Kentucky 
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